
Round 1


1) “Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter.” —Martin Luther 
King Jr.


2)  “If you can’t fly then run, if you can’t run then walk, if you can’t walk then crawl, but 
whatever you do you have to keep moving forward.” —Martin Luther King Jr.


3) “In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence of our friends.” 
—Martin Luther King Jr.


4) “Life’s most persistent and urgent question is, ‘What are you doing for others?’”  —Martin 
Luther King Jr.


5) “Wars are poor chisels for carving out peaceful tomorrows.” —Martin Luther King Jr.


6) “The time is always right to do what is right.”  —Martin Luther King Jr.


7) “The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort and 
convenience, but where he stands at times of challenge and controversy.” —Martin Luther King 
Jr.


8) “Faith is taking the first step even when you don’t see the whole staircase.” —Martin Luther 
King Jr.


9) “Human salvation lies in the hands of the creatively maladjusted.” —Martin Luther King Jr.




Round 2


1) “You may same I’m a dreamer, but I’m not the only one. I hope someday you’ll join us, and 
the world will be as one.” —John Lennon


2) “I decided long ago, never to walk in anyone’s shadow. If I fail, if I succeed, at least I’ll live as 
believe.” —Whitney Houston


3) “Shyness can stop you from doing all the things in life you’d like to.” —The Smiths


4) “There’s still time to change the road you’re on.” —Led Zeppelin


5) “Don’t criticize what you can’t understand.” —Bob Dylan


6) “Love dares you to change our way of caring about ourselves.” —David Bowie


7) “There is a crack in everything. That’s how the light gets in.” —Leonard Cohen


8) “I get by with a little help from my friends.” —The Beatles


9) “It is better to burn out, than to fade away.” —Neil Young 




Round 3


1) “The electoral college is a disaster for a democracy.” —Trump Tweet


2) “Are you allowed to impeach a president for gross incompetence?”—Trump Tweet


3) “Just shows you can have all the cards and lose if you don’t know what you’re doing.” —
Trump Tweet


4) “We need a President that isn’t a laughing stock to the entire world. We need a truly great 
leader, a genius at strategy and winning. Respect!” —Trump Tweet


5) “Our country is now in serious and unprecedented trouble…like never before.” —Trump 
Tweet


6) “Wow, you are all correct about @FoxNews. Totally biased and disgusting reporting.” —
Trump Tweet


7) “We build too many walls and not enough bridges. —Isaac Newton.” —Trump Tweet


8) “Leadership: Whatever happens, you’re responsible. If it doesn’t happen, you’re 
responsible.” —Trump Tweet


9) “The global warming we should be worried about is the global warming caused by 
NUCLEAR WEAPONS in the hands of crazy or incompetent leaders!” —Trump Tweet




Round 4


1) “Truth is more valuable if it takes you a few years to find it.” —French Proverb


2) “If you can’t live longer, live deeper.” —Italian Proverb


3) “Some men go through a forest and see no firewood.” —English Proverb


4) “Even though you know a thousand things, as the man who knows one.” —Turkish Proverb


5) “Hunger is felt by a slave and hunger is felt by a king.” —Ghanaian Proverb


6) “The best candle is understanding.” —Welsh Proverb


7) “It is not enough to learn how to ride, you must also learn how to fall.” —Mexican Proverb


8) “Vision without action is a daydream. Action without vision is a nightmare.” —Japanese 
Proverb


9) A fool says what he knows, and a wise man knows what he says. – Yiddish Proverb




Round 5


1) “Utah Poison Control reminds everyone not to take poison.” —The Daily Utah


2) “City unsure why the sewer smells.” —The Herald Palladium 


3) “One armed man applauds the kindness of strangers.” —Tulsa World


4) “Argument over meatballs leads to assault.” —The Youngstown Vindicator 


5) “Couple lost in corn maze call 911.” —LA Times


6) “5 stabbed at ‘Welcome home from jail’ party.” —MSNBC


7) “Florida man threatens to kill neighbors with ‘Kindness,’ —the name of his machete.” —
Huffington Post


8) “Forecasters call for weather on Monday.” —The Pittsburgh Post Gazette


9) “Woman sues after being jailed for cotton candy.” —CBS News




Round 6


1) Angela Merkel sings in the rain.


2) Winston Churchill goes grocery shopping.


3) Justin Trudeau becomes a food critic.


4) Thomas Jefferson opens a Twitter account.


5) Abraham Lincoln tries out for “America’s Got Talent.”


6) Margaret Thatcher posts Instagram makeup tutorials. 


7) Queen Elizabeth II waits in line at the Apple store.


8) George Washington launches a fashion blog. 


9) Franklin Delano Roosevelt goes to Disney World. 


